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Let T be a Lipschitzian pseudocontractive self-mapping of a closed convex and
bounded subset K of a Banach space E which is both uniformly convex and
Ž .q-uniformly smooth such that the set F T of fixed points of T is nonempty. Then
Ž .F T is a sunny nonexpansive retract of K. If U is the sunny nonexpansive
Ž .  4retraction of K onto F T ,  is any point of K , and a a real sequence inn n0
Ž   40, 1 , then the sequence x in K defined byn n0
n1
x  a  1 a 1 a I a T xŽ . Ž .Ýn n n j j nn 1 j0
for n 0, 1, 2, . . . , converges strongly to U. No compactness assumption is made
on K.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let E be an arbitrary real Banach space with dual E*. Given a gauge
 .  . E*function : 0,  0, , the mapping J : E 2 defined by
² :        J x f * E*: x , f *  x f * ; f *  x 4Ž .
is called the generalized duality map with gauge function . In the
Ž .particular case when  t  t,  t, the duality map J J is called the
Ž . q1normalized duality map. For q 1, let  t  t be a gauge function.
We define the generalized duality map J : E 2 E* byq
² :         q1J x  x* E*: x , x*  x x* ; x*  x , 4Ž .q
Ž .and observe that for q 2, J  J the normalized duality map . It is well2
known that if E is smooth, then J is single valued. In the sequel, we shall
denote the single-valued generalized duality map by j .q
A map T : E E is called pseudocontractive if for all x, y E there
Ž . Ž . ²Ž . Ž . Ž .:exists j x y  J x y such that I T x I T y, j x y 	 0
Ž .where I denotes the identity operator and is called strongly pseudocon-
 .tractive if there exists k 0, 1 such that for all x, y E there exists
Ž . Ž . ²Ž . Ž . Ž .:   2j x y  J x y with I T x I T y, j x y 	 k x y .
   The map T is called nonexpansive if Tx Ty 
 x y for all x, y E
 4and is said to be asymptotically nonexpansive with sequence k ifn n1
 n n   lim k  1 and T x T y 
 k x y for all x, y E. Let K be an n n
Ž .nonempty subset of E and let U: E K with D U  E. Then U is
called a retraction of E onto K. If U is nonexpansive, then it is called a
nonexpansive retraction of E onto K and K is called a nonexpansive
Ž .retract of E. F T is said to be a sunny nonexpansive retract of K if there
Ž . Žexists a nonexpansive retraction U from K onto F T such that U tx
Ž . . Ž .1 t Ux Ux for each x K and t	 0 with tx 1 t Ux K.
Closely related to the class of pseudocontractive maps is the class of
accretive maps. A map V: E E is called accretie if  x, y E, there
Ž . Ž . ² Ž .:exists j x y  J x y such that Vx Vy, j x y 	 0. Observe that
Ž .T is pseudocontractive if and only if V I T is accretive.
   Recently, using an idea of Browder 2 , Shimizu and Takahashi 23
proved that in Hilbert spaces, the approximating sequence
n1
jx  a  1 a T x for n 1, 2, 3, . . .Ž . Ýn n n nn j1
 4for an asymptotically nonexpansive map T with constants k con-n n0
Ž . Žverges strongly to the element of F T which is nearest to  where an
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b  1 1 n jn Ž   .. , 0 a 1, and b  Ý 1 1 k  e . Shioji andn j1 jb  1 a nn
 Takahashi 24 extended this result to uniformly convex Banach spaces
with uniformly Gateaux differentiable norms.
Whereas the strong convergence of the usual Ishikawa and Mann
iteration processes to fixed points of Lipschitzian strongly pseudocontrac-
tive maps have been established even in normed linear spaces, this has not
 carried over to Lipschitz pseudocontractive maps. In 1974, Ishikawa 11
Ž .introduced a new iteration method now known as the Ishikawa process
and proved that it converges strongly to a fixed point of a Lipschitz
pseudocontractive map defined on a compact convex subset of a Hilbert
space. This result has been extended to continuous pseudocontractive
Ž maps defined on compact convex subsets of Hilbert space see, e.g., 7, 15,
.16 . It is also now known that the Mann iteration process does not always
converge to a fixed point of a Lipschitz pseudocontractive map defined
Ž  .even on a compact convex subset of a Hilbert space see, e.g., 14 .
 It is, therefore, our purpose in this paper to apply the techniques of 23
 and 24 in establishing the strong convergence of an iteration process to
specific fixed points of Lipschitz pseudocontractive maps defined in Ba-
nach spaces which are both uniformly convex and q-uniformly smooth.
Our theorems improve on andor complement several important known
Ž  results in this regard see, 36, 9, 20, 21 .
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS
We denote by N the set of all nonnegative integers and by n the set
 Ž . n 4  ,  , . . . ,  :  	 0, Ý   1 for n N. For a subset K of a0 1 n j j0 j
Banach space, we denote by coK the convex hull of K. Let E be a Banach
space and r 0; we denote by B the closed ball in E with center 0 andr
Ž . radius r. Let K be a subset of E and let T : K E. Then F T  x
4 Ž . K : x Tx is the set of fixed points of T and for  0, F T  x
  4K : x Tx   is the set of -approximate fixed points of T. Letting
Ž .L	 0, we denote by Lip K , L the set of all mappings from K into E
   satisfying Tx Ty 
 L x y for each x, y K.
Let E be a normed linear space with dim E	 2. The modulus of
smoothness of E is defined by
   x y  x y
   	 
  sup  1: x  1, y  
 ; 
 0.Ž .E ½ 52
Ž .If 	 
  0, 
 0, then E is said to be smooth. If there exists aE
Ž . qconstant c 0 and a real number 1 q  such that 	 
 
 c
 , thenE
E is said to be q-uniformly smooth. E is said to be uniformly convex if for
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 each  0 there exists  0 such that for each x, y B with x y 	 1
x y 
 1  .2
In the sequel we shall also need the following definitions and results.
Ž .Let  be a continuous linear functional on l and let a , a , . . . ,  l . 0 1 
Ž . ŽŽ .. ŽWe write  a instead of  a , a , . . . . We call  a Banach limit see,n n 0 1
 .   Ž . Ž . Ž .e.g., 1 when  satisfies    1  1 and  a   a forn n n1 n n
Ž  .each n	 0. For a Banach limit, we know see, e.g., 24 that
lim inf a 
  a 
 lim sup a  a , a , . . .  l 1Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n 0 1 
n n
Ž   .LEMMA 1 Reich 18, 19; see also Takahashi and Jeong 25 . Let K be a
 4closed conex subset of a uniformly conex Banach space E. Let x be an n1
bounded sequence in E. Let  be a Banach limit, and let g be a real-alued
function on K defined by
  2g y   x  y for each y K .Ž . Ž .n n
Ž .Then g is continuous and conex and lim g y  . Moreoer, for each y 
R 0 and  0 there exists  0 such that
y z 1
g 
 g y  g z  Ž . Ž .ž /2 2
 for all y, z K B with y z 	  .R
Ž  .LEMMA 2 Takahashi and Ueda 26 . Let K be a conex subset of a
 4Banach space E whose norm is uniformly Gateaux differentiable. Let xn n	1
be a bounded subset of K. Let z be a point of K , and let  be a Banach limit.
Then
  2   2 x  z  min x  y Ž . Ž .n n n n
yK
² : y z , j x  z 
 0,  y K .Ž .Ž .n q n
Ž    .LEMMA 3 Bruck 3 ; see also S. Reich 17 . Let C be a conex subset of
a smooth Banach space. Let K be a nonempty subset of C, and let U be a
retraction from C into K. Then U is sunny nonexpansie if and only if  x C
and y K ,
² :xUx , j yUx 
 0.Ž .
Ž  .LEMMA 4 Chidume 6 . Let K be a nonempty subset of a q-uniformly
Ž .smooth Banach space E. Suppose that i T : K K is pseudocontractie and
Ž . Ž  Lipschitzian with constant L	 0 and ii a  0, 1 , lim a  0, k  1n n n
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1q q qŽ .  Ž .a 1 L and S  1 a I a T. Then for all n N,n n n n
   S x S y 
 k x y  x , y K .n n n
Ž  .LEMMA 5 Shioji and Takahashi 24 . Let K be a closed conex subset of
a uniformly conex Banach space. Then for each R 0 and  0, there
Ž .exists  0 such that T Lip K , 1  .
co F T  B  B  K F T .Ž . Ž .Ž . R  
Ž  .LEMMA 6 Shioji and Takahashi 24 . Let C be a closed conex subset of
a uniformly conex Banach space. Then for each p N, R 0 and  0,
Ž .there exist  0 and N N such that for each pair, T Lip C, 1  and
 4x : n N, j 0, . . . , p  C B satisfyingj, n R
n1
 x  Tx 
  , n	N and j 0, . . . , p. 2Ž .Ý j , i1 j , in 1 i0
Then
p pn1
p x  T  x 
  n	N and   .Ý Ý Ýj j , i1 j j , iž /n 1 i0 j0 j0
3. MAIN RESULTS
 A careful modification of Theorem 3 in 24 yields the following Lemma
which we therefore state without proof.
LEMMA 7. Let K be a closed conex subset of a uniformly conex Banach
space E. Then, for each r 0, R	 r and  0, there exists  0 and
N N such that for each l N and for each mapping T from K into itself
Ž .   4with S  Lip K , 1  and sup S x : n N, x K B 
 R,l n r
m1
S x  F S m	N and x K B .Ž .Ý i  l rž /m 1 i0
LEMMA 8. Let K be a closed, conex, and bounded subset of a Banach
space E which is both uniformly conex and q-uniformly smooth. Let T be a
 4Lipschitzian pseudocontractie mapping of K into itself. Let a be a realn
Ž . Ž .sequence satisfying the following conditions: i 0 a 
 1, ii lim a  0,n n n
b  1 1 nnŽ .and iii lim  0, where b  Ý k for n 0, 1, . . . Let  ben n j0 ja n 1n
an element of K. Then the following hold:
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Ž1. For each nN where N is a sufficiently large nonnegatie0 0
. Ž Ž . .integer there exists exactly one x  K such that with S  1 a I a Tn n n n
n1
x  a  1 a S x .Ž . Ýn n n j nn 1 j0
 4  42. If x is a subsequence of x and , a Banach limit, then theren ni
exists a unique element x* of K satisfying
  2   2 x  x*  min x  y ,ž / ž /i n i ni iyK
and the point x* is a fixed point of T.
1 nŽ . Proof. Set T  a  1 a Ý S and observe that T un n n j0 j nn 1
 Ž .   Ž .T  
 1 a b u for all u,   K. Condition iii implies thatn n n
Ž .there exists N  N such that 1 a b  1 for n	N . So for n	N , T0 n n 0 0 n
is clearly strongly pseudocontractive and maps K into itself because K is
Ž .  convex, 0 K , and T K  K. Hence it follows from Corollary 1 of 8
Ž .that T has exactly one fixed point x  K. This establishes 1 .n n
We may set x   for n 0, 1, . . . , N  1. From Lemma 1, it is easyn 0
Ž .to see that there exists the unique element x* of K satisfying 4 . If we can
show that S x* x* for some n	N , then x* is a fixed point of T.n 0
Suppose that S x* x*, n	N . Then there exists  0 such that forn 0
 each m  N there exists l 	 m satisfying S x*  x* 	  . Setl
  4sup S x* : m N  R 0 so that S x*, x* K B . By Lemma 1m l R
there exists  0 such that
2S x* x*l
 x i n iž /2
1 2 2   
  x  S x*   x  x*  ž / ž /i n l i ni i2
1 2 2     
  x  S x  S x  S x*   x  x*  Ž . ž /i n l n l n l i ni i i i2
5Ž .
   From Lemmas 4 and 7, x  S x 
  ,  0 and S x  S x* 
n l n l n li i i
 k x  x* . So there exists  0 such thatl n i
2 2      x  S x  S x  S x* 
  S x  S x*   . 6Ž .Ž . ž /i n l n l n l i l n li i i i
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Ž . Ž .Substituting 6 in 5 and applying Lemma 4, we get
2S x* x*l
 x i n iž /2
1 2 2   
  x  x*   S x  S x*  ž / ž /i n i l n li i2
12 22   
  x  x*  k  1  x  x*  Ž .ž / ž /i n l i ni i2
  2
  x  x* ,ž /i n i
Ž 2 . Ž  2 .where k  1  x  x*   for sufficiently large l. So we get al i n i
contradiction. This completes the proof.
 4  4  4  4LEMMA 9. Let K , T , k , a , b , , and x be as in Lemma 8. Letn n n n
b  1n² Ž .: Ž .x   for n 0, 1, . . . , N  1. Then x  , j x  x* 
 xn 0 n q n nan
 q Ž . x* for all n	N and x* F T .0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Let n	N and let x* F T . From 3 , we get a x   0 n n
1 nŽ . Ž .1 a Ý S x  1 a x , so thatn j0 j n n nn 1
x   , j x  x*² :Ž .n q n
n1 a 1n S x  x , j x  x*Ž .Ý j n n q n¦ ;ž /a n 1n j0
n n1 a 1 1n S x  S x*, j x  x*Ž .Ý Ýj n j q n¦ ;ž /a n 1 n 1n j0 j0
1 an x* x , j x  x*² :Ž .n q nž /an
n1 a 1n q q   
 k x  x*  x  x*Ý j n nž / ž /a n 1n j0
b  1n q 
 x  x* .nž /an
This completes the proof.
 4  4  4LEMMA 10. Let K , T , k , a , b , , and x be as in Lemma 8. Letn n n n
 4  4x   for n 0, 1, . . . , N  1. Then each subsequence x of x con-n 0 n ni
Ž .tains a subsequence conerging strongly to an element of F T .
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 4Proof. Let x be a subsequence of x and let  be a Banach limit.n ni
Ž . Ž .By Lemma 8, there exists x* F T satisfying 4 . By Lemma 9, we get
b  1n qi² :   x   , j x  x* 
  x  x* . 7Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .i n q n i ni i iž /ani
Ž  q. Ž .Subtracting  x  x* from both sides of 7 , we geti n i
1
q  x  x* 
   x*, j x  x* 
 0² :Ž .Ž . ž /i n i q ni ib  1ni 01 ž /ani
Ž . Ž .  4by Lemma 2 , and by 1 there exists a subsequence of x convergingni
strongly to x*. This completes the proof.
THEOREM 1. Let K be a closed, conex, and bounded subset of a Banach
space which is both uniformly conex and q-uniformly smooth. Let T : K K
Ž .be pseudocontractie and Lipschitzian. Then F T is a sunny nonexpansie
retract of K.
Ž . Ž  .Proof. Clearly, F T  see, e.g., 12 . By Lemma 10, each subse-
 4  4quence x of x contains a subsequence which converges strongly to ann ni
Ž .  4  4  4element of F T . Let x and x be subsequences of x convergingn m ni i
Ž .strongly to the elements y and z of F T , respectively. We show that
y z. From Lemma 9, we have
b  1n qi² :  x   , j x  z 
 x  z .Ž .n q n ni i iž /ani
Ž . ² Ž .:Passing to limits and using condition iii , we have that y , j y zq
² Ž .:   q
 0. Similarly, we also get that z , j z y 
 0. Thus y z 
 0,q
 4 Ž .i.e., y z. This shows that x converges strongly to an element of F T .n
Ž .Hence we can define a mapping U from K into F T by U
lim x  K. By an argument similar to the above, we have thatn n
² Ž .: Ž .U, j zU 
 0,  K , and z F T . Therefore, by Lemmaq
3, U is a sunny nonexpansive retraction of K. This completes the proof.
THEOREM 2. Let K be a closed, conex, and bounded subset of a Banach
space which is both uniformly conex and q-uniformly smooth. Let T be
pseudocontractie and Lipschitzian, and let U be the sunny nonexpansie
Ž .  4retraction from K onto F T . Let a be a real sequence satisfying then
Ž . Ž . Ž .following conditions: i 0  a 
 1, ii lim a  0, and iiin n n
b  1 1 nnlim  0, where b  Ý k for n 0, 1, . . . Let  be ann n j0 ja n 1n
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Ž .element of K , and let x be the unique point of K which satisfies 3 forn
Ž .  4n	N where N is a sufficiently large natural number . Then x conerges0 0 n
strongly to U.
 4  4Proof. Let x be a subsequence of x converging strongly to ann ni
Ž . ² Želement y of F T . We show that yU. By Lemma 9, x  , j xn q ni i
b  1 qn i.: Ž .  ²U 
 x U . Thus in the limit we have that ynian i
Ž .: ² Ž .: ² Ž .:, j yU 
 0, i.e., yU, j yU  U , J yUq q q
  q ² Ž .: Ž .
 0, and thus yU 
 U, j yU 
 0 by Lemma 3 , soq
 4that yU. Hence by Lemma 10, x converges strongly to U asn n	 0
required. This completes the proof.
Ž  .Remark 1. It is now known see 14 that the Mann iteration process is
not guaranteed to converge to a fixed point of a Lipschitz pseudocontrac-
 tion defined even on a compact convex subset of a Hilbert space. In 11 ,
Ishikawa introduced a new iteration process which converges to a fixed
point of a Lipschitz pseudocontractive map defined on a compact convex
subset of a Hilbert space. This result has been extended to continuous
pseudocontractions defined on compact convex subsets of a Hilbert space
Ž  .see, e.g., 7, 16 . It is still an open question whether this result is
 extendable to Banach spaces more general than Hilbert spaces. Schu 22
 modified an iteration method due to Halpern 9 and proved that it
converges to a fixed point of a Lipschitz pseudocontraction in Hilbert
spaces. This has recently been extended to a class of Banach spaces more
Ž  .general than Hilbert spaces, see, e.g., 6 . However, this scheme of Schu
requires two real sequences satisfying a condition called property A; the
choice of such sequences is not simple. The foregoing results provide yet
Ž .another scheme though implicit which converges to fixed points of this
class of maps in spaces more general than Hilbert spaces.
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